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Step-up features:
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During the product warranty dial 1-866-285-1087 toll-free to 
speak to a member of our highly trained technical staff. If  
minimal on-site maintenance cannot be performed, we‘ll ship 
a replacement product to your location. Continental US, Alaska 
and Hawaii only. Limitations and exclusions apply.  
See Operations Manual for details.

Express Care Service Program
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converts to under-counter
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ice cream + IQF fruitany qty
smoothies + frozen drinks + coffee

100+per day

jar pad sensor

Timer with Auto Shutoff stops under- and over-blending 
problems and lets operators multi-task while the blender is on.

Cycle Blending takes the guesswork out of popular drink  
profiles. Each cycle contains pre-programmed pulses & 
speeds that maximize results and minimize mistakes. 

Memory Card remembers a company’s unique drink  
profiles for consistent blending results every time.

Jar Pad Sensor helps prevent “wear and tear” from  
operator misuse. It turns the motor off when the container  
is not in place to reduce careless clutch grinding. 

Wave~Action™ System has a unique container and blade 
design for smooth results with no ice chunks. 

Hopper Sensor prevents the lid from being opened when  
the machine is operating.

Drain Sensor automatically sends melted ice in the hopper 
down the drain – not into drinks. Unique design resists  
clogging, which can cause backlogs and flooding. 

Quiet Shield™ sound enclosure reduces blender volume so 
effectively that this blender is the quietest in its class.

Auto Blend is a feature that stops the blender when drinks 
reach the perfect consistency to help prevent over-blending 
and watery results.

Cavitation Control automatically adjusts the blending speed  
if cavitation occurs to help prevent under-blending and  
minimize blending time.
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